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Galois Representations
R. Taylor�
AbstratIn the �rst part of this paper we try to explain to a general mathematialaudiene some of the remarkable web of onjetures linking representationsof Galois groups with algebrai geometry, omplex analysis and disrete sub-groups of Lie groups. In the seond part we briey review some limited reentprogress on these onjetures.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 11F80.Keywords and Phrases: Galois representations, L-funtion, automorphiforms.

IntrodutionThe organisers requested a talk whih would both be a olloquium style talk under-standable to a wide spetrum of mathematiians and one whih would survey thereent developments in the subjet. I have found it hard to meet both desiderata,and have opted to onentrate on the former. Thus the �rst three setions of thispaper ontain a simple presentation of a web of deep onjetures onneting Ga-lois representations to algebrai geometry, omplex analysis and disrete subgroupsof Lie groups. This will be of no interest to the speialist. My hope is that theresult is not too banal and that it will give the non-speialist some idea of whatmotivates work in this area. I should stress that nothing I write here is original.In the �nal setion I briey review some of what is known about these onjeturesand very briey mention some of the available tehniques. I also mention two ques-tions whih lie outside the topi we are disussing, but whih would have importantimpliations for it. Maybe someone an make progress on them?Due to lak of spae muh of this artile is too abbreviated. A somewhatexpanded version is available on my website www.math.harvard.edu/~rtaylor andwill hopefully be published elsewhere.�Department of Mathematis, Harvard University, 1 Oxford St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.E-mail: rtaylor�math.harvard.edu The work on this artile was partially supported by NSFGrant DMS-9702885



2 R. Taylor
1. Galois representationsWe will let Q denote the �eld of rational numbers and Q denote the �eld of algebrainumbers, the algebrai losure of Q . We will also let GQ denote the group of auto-morphisms of Q , that is Gal (Q =Q ), the absolute Galois group of Q . Although it isnot the simplest it is arguably the most natural Galois group to study. An impor-tant tehnial point is that GQ is naturally a (pro�nite) topologial group, a basisof open neighbourhoods of the identity being given by the subgroups Gal (Q =K) asK runs over subextensions of Q =Q whih are �nite over Q .To my mind the Galois theory of Q is most interesting when one looks notonly at GQ as an abstrat (topologial) group, but as a group with ertain addi-tional strutures assoiated to the prime numbers. I will now briey desribe thesestrutures.For eah prime number p we may de�ne an absolute value j jp on Q by settingj�jp = p�rif � = pra=b with a and b integers oprime to p. If we omplete Q with respet tothis absolute value we obtain the �eld of p-adi numbers Q p , a totally disonneted,loally ompat topologial �eld. We will write GQp for its absolute Galois group,Gal (Q p=Q p). The absolute value j jp has a unique extension to an absolute value onQ p and GQp is identi�ed with the group of automorphisms of Q p whih preserve j jp,or equivalently the group of ontinuous automorphisms of Q p. For eah embeddingQ ,! Q p we obtain a losed embedding GQp ,! GQ and as the embedding Q ,! Q pvaries we obtain a onjugay lass of losed embeddings GQp ,! GQ . Slightlyabusively, we shall onsider GQp a losed subgroup of GQ , suppressing the fat thatthe embedding is only determined up to onjugay.This an be ompared with the situation `at in�nity'. Let j j1 denote theusual Arhimedean absolute value on Q . The ompletion of Q with respet to j j1is the �eld of real numbers R and its algebrai losure is C the �eld of omplexnumbers. Eah embedding Q ,! C gives rise to a losed embeddingf1; g = GR = Gal (C =R ) ,! GQ :As the embedding Q ,! C varies one obtains a onjugay lass of elements  2 GQof order 2, whih we refer to as omplex onjugations.There are however many important di�erenes between the ase of �nite plaes(i.e. primes) and the in�nite plae j j1. For instane Q p=Q p is an in�nite extensionand Q p is not omplete. We will denote its ompletion by C p . The Galois groupGQp ats on C p and is in fat the group of ontinuous automorphisms of C p .The elements of Q p (resp. Q p) with absolute value less than or equal to 1,form a losed subring Zp (resp. OQp). These rings are loal with maximal idealspZp (resp. mQp) onsisting of the elements with absolute value stritly less than1. The �eld OQp=mQp is an algebrai losure of the �nite �eld with p elementsFp = Zp=pZp , and we will denote it by F p. Thus we obtain a ontinuous mapGQp �! GFp
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whih is surjetive. Its kernel is alled the inertia subgroup of GQp and is denotedIQp . The group GFp is proyli and has a anonial generator alled the (geometri)Frobenius element and de�ned byFrob�1p (x) = xp:In many irumstanes it is tehnially onvenient to replae GQp by a dense sub-group WQp , whih is referred to as the Weil group of Q p and whih is de�ned asthe subgroup of � 2 GQp suh that � maps toFrobZp � GFp :We endowWQp with a topology by dereeing that IQp with its usual topology shouldbe an open subgroup of WQp .We will take a moment to desribe some of the �ner struture of IQp whih wewill need for tehnial purposes later. First of all there is a (not quite anonial)ontinuous surjetion IQp !!Yl 6=pZlsuh that t(Frobp�Frob�1p ) = p�1t(�)for all � 2 IQp . The kernel of t is a pro-p-group alled the wild inertia group. The�xed �eld Q ker tp is obtained by adjoining npp to Q IQpp for all n oprime to p and� npp = �t(�)n npp;for some primitive nth-root of unity �n (independent of �, but dependent on t).In my opinion the most interesting question about GQ is to desribe it togetherwith the distinguished subgroups GR , GQp , IQp and the distinguished elementsFrobp 2 GQp =IQp .I want to fous here on attempts to desribe GQ via its representations. Per-haps the most obvious representations to onsider are those representationsGQ �! GLn(C )with open kernel, and these so alled Artin representations are already very inter-esting. However one obtains a riher theory if one onsiders representationsGQ �! GLn(Q l)whih are ontinuous with respet to the l-adi topology on GLn(Q l). We refer tothese as l-adi representations.One justi�ation for onsidering l-adi representations is that they arise nat-urally from geometry. Here are some examples of l-adi representations.1. A hoie of embeddings Q ,! C and Q ,! Q l establishes a bijetion betweenisomorphism lasses of Artin representations and isomorphism lasses of l-adirepresentations with open kernel. Thus Artin representations are a speialase of l-adi representations: those with �nite image.
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2. There is a unique harater�l : GQ �! Z�l � Q �lsuh that �� = ��l(�)for all l-power roots of unity �. This is alled the l-adi ylotomi harater.3. If X=Q is a smooth projetive variety (and we hoose an embedding Q � C )then the natural ation of GQ on the ohomologyHi(X(C ); Q l) �= Hiet(X �Q Q ; Q l)is an l-adi representation. For instane if E=Q is an ellipti urve then wehave the onrete desriptionH1et(E �Q Q ; Q l) �= Hom Zl(lim r E[lr℄(Q ); Q l) �= Q 2l ;where E[lr℄ denotes the lr-torsion points on E. We will write Hi(X(C ); Q l(j))for the twist Hi(X(C ); Q l)
 �jl :Before disussing l-adi representations of GQ further, let us take a moment tolook at l-adi representations of GQp . The ases l 6= p and l = p are very di�erent.Consider �rst the muh easier ase l 6= p. Here l-adi representations of GQp arenot muh di�erent from representations of WQp with open kernel. More preiselyde�ne a WD-representation of WQp over a �eld E to be a pairr :WQp �! GL(V )and N 2 End (V );where V is a �nite dimensional E-vetor spae, r is a representation with openkernel and N is a nilpotent endomorphism whih satis�esr(�)Nr(��1) = p�1Nfor every lift � 2WQp of Frobp. The key point here is that there is no referene to atopology on E, indeed no assumption that E is a topologial �eld. Given r there areup to isomorphism only �nitely many hoies for the pair (r;N) and these an beexpliitly listed without diÆulty. A WD-representation (r;N) is alled unrami�edif N = 0 and r(IQp ) = f1g. It is alled Frobenius semi-simple if r is semi-simple.AnyWD-representation (r;N) has a anonial Frobenius semi-simpli�ation (r;N)ss(see [Tat℄). In the ase that E = Q l we all (r;N) l-integral if all the eigenvalues ofr(�) have absolute value 1. This is independent of the hoie of Frobenius lift �.If l 6= p, then there is an equivalene of ategories between l-integral WD-representations of WQp over Q l and l-adi representations of GQp . To desribe ithoose a Frobenius lift � 2 WQp and a surjetion tl : IQp !! Zl . Up to natural
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isomorphism the equivalene does not depend on these hoies. We assoiate to anl-integral WD-representation (r;N) the unique l-adi representation sending�n� 7�! r(�n�) exp(tl(�)N)for all n 2 Z and � 2 IQp . The key point is Grothendiek's observation that for l 6= pany l-adi representation of GQp must be trivial on some open subgroup of the wildinertia group. We will write WDp(R) for the WD-representation assoiated to anl-adi representation R. Note that WDp(R) is unrami�ed if and only if R(Ip) = f1g.In this ase we all R unrami�ed.The ase l = p is muh more ompliated beause there are many more p-adi representations of GQp . These have been extensively studied by Fontaine andhis o-workers. They single out ertain p-adi representations whih they all deRham representations. I will not reall the somewhat involved de�nition here (seehowever [Fo2℄ and [Fo3℄), but note that `most' p-adi representations of GQp are notde Rham. To any de Rham representation R of GQp on a Q p-vetor spae V theyassoiate the following.1. A WD-representation WDp(R) of WQp over Q p (see [Berg℄ and [Fo4℄).2. A multiset HT(R) of dimV integers, alled the Hodge-Tate numbers of R.The multipliity of i in HT(R) isdimQp(V 
Qp C p(i))GQp ;where C p(i) denotes C p withGQp -ation �p(�)i times the usual (Galois) ationon C p .We now return to the global situation (i.e. to the study of GQ ). The l-adirepresentations of GQ that arise `in nature', by whih I mean `from geometry', havea number of very speial properties whih I will now list. Let R : GQ �! GL(V )be a subquotient of Hi(X(C ); Q l(j)) for some smooth projetive variety X=Q andsome integers i � 0 and j.1. (Grothendiek) The representation R is unrami�ed at all but �nitely manyprimes p.2. (Fontaine, Messing, Faltings, Kato, Tsuji, de Jong, see e.g. [Il℄, [Bert℄) Therepresentation R is de Rham in the sense that its restrition to GQl is deRham.3. (Deligne, [De℄) The representation R is pure of weight w = i � 2j in thefollowing sense. There is a �nite set of primes S, suh that for p 62 S, therepresentation R is unrami�ed at p and for every eigenvalue � of R(Frobp)and every embedding � : Q l ,! C j��j21 = pw:In partiular � is algebrai (i.e. � 2 Q ).An amazing onjeture of Fontaine and Mazur (see [Fo1℄ and [FM℄) assertsthat any irreduible l-adi representation of GQ satisfying the �rst two of theseproperties arises from geometry in the above sense and so in partiular also satis�esthe third property.
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Conjeture 1..1 (Fontaine-Mazur) Suppose thatR : GQ �! GL(V )is an irreduible l-adi representation whih is unrami�ed at all but �nitely manyprimes and with RjGQl de Rham. Then there is a smooth projetive variety X=Q andintegers i � 0 and j suh that V is a subquotient of Hi(X(C ); Q l(j)). In partiularR is pure of some weight w 2 Z.We will disuss the evidene for this onjeture later. We will all an l-adirepresentation satisfying the onlusion of this onjeture geometri.Algebrai geometers have formulated some very preise onjetures about theation of GQ on the ohomology of varieties. We don't have the spae here to disussthese in general, but we will formulate, in an as algebrai a way as possible, someof their onjetures.Conjeture 1..2 (Tate) Suppose that X=Q is a smooth projetive variety. Thenthere is a deomposition Hi(X(C ); Q ) =Mj Mjwith the following properties.1. For eah prime l and for eah embedding � : Q ,! Q l Mj 
Q ;� Q l is anirreduible subrepresentation of Hi(X(C ); Q l).2. For all indies j and for all primes p there is a WD-representation WDp(Mj)of WQp over Q suh thatWDp(Mj)
Q ;� Q l �= WDp(Mj 
Q ;� Q l)for all primes l and all embeddings � : Q ,! Q l.3. There is a multiset of integers HT(Mj) suh that(a) for all primes l and all embeddings � : Q ,! Q lHT(Mj 
Q ;� Q l) = HT (Mj)(b) and for all � : Q ,! CdimC ((Mj 
Q ;� C ) \Ha;i�a(X(C ); C ))is the multipliity of a in HT (Mj).If one onsiders the whole of Hi(X(C ); Q ) rather than its pieesMj , then part2. is known to hold up to Frobenius semisimpli�ation for all but �nitely manyp and part 3. is known to hold (see [Il℄). It follows from a theorem of Faltings[Fa℄ that the whole onjeture is true for H1 of an abelian variety. The putativeonstituents Mj are one inarnation of what people all `pure motives'.If one believes onjetures 1..1 and 1..2 then `geometri' l-adi representationsshould ome in ompatible families as l varies. There are many ways to make preisethe notion of suh a ompatible family. Here is one.
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By a weakly ompatible system of l-adi representations R = fRl;�g we shallmean a olletion of semi-simple l-adi representationsRl;� : GQ �! GL(V 
Q ;� Q l);one for eah pair (l; �), where l is a prime and � : Q ,! Q l, whih satisfy the followingonditions.� There is a multiset of integers HT(R) suh that for eah prime l and eahembedding � : Q ,! Q l the restrition Rl;�jGQl is de Rham and HT(Rl;�jGQl ) =HT(R).� There is a �nite set of primes S suh that if p 62 S thenWDp(Rl;�) is unrami�edfor all l and �.� For all but �nitely many primes p there is a Frobenius semi-simple WD-representation WDp(R) over Q suh that for all primes l 6= p and for all � wehave WDp(Rl;�)ss �WDp(R):We make the following subsidiary de�nitions.� We all R strongly ompatible if the last ondition (the existene of WDp(R))holds for all primes p.� We all R irreduible if eah Rl;� is irreduible.� We all R pure of weight w 2 Z, if for all but �nitely many p and for alleigenvalues � of rp(Frobp), where WDp(R) = (rp; Np), we havej��j21 = pwfor all embeddings � : Q ,! C .� We all R geometri if there is a smooth projetive variety X=Q and integersi � 0 and j and a subspae W � Hi(X(C ); Q )suh that for all l and �, W 
Q ;� Q l is GQ invariant and realises Rl;�.Conjetures 1..1 and 1..2 lead one to make the following onjeture.Conjeture 1..3 1. If R : GQ ! GLn(Q l) is a ontinuous semi-simple de Rhamrepresentation unrami�ed at all but �nitely many primes then R is part of aweakly ompatible system.2. Any weakly ompatible system is strongly ompatible.3. Any irreduible weakly ompatible system R is geometri and pure of weight(2= dimR)Ph2HT(R) h.A famous theorem of Cebotarev asserts that if K=Q is any Galois extensionin whih all but �nitely many primes are unrami�ed (i.e. for all but �nitely manyprimes p the image of IQp in Gal (K=Q ) is trivial) then the Frobenius elements atunrami�ed primes Frobp 2 Gal (K=Q ) are dense in Gal (K=Q ). It follows that an
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irreduible weakly ompatible system R is uniquely determined by WDp(R) for allbut �nitely many p and hene by one Rl;�.Conjetures 1..1 and 1..3 are known for one dimensional representations, inwhih ase they have purely algebrai proofs based on lass �eld theory (see [Se℄).Otherwise only fragmentary ases have been proved, where amazingly the argumentsare extremely indiret involving sophistiated analysis and geometry. We will omebak to this later.
2. L-funtionsL-funtions are ertain Dirihlet series1Xn=1 an=nswhih play an important role in number theory. A full disussion of the role of L-funtions in number theory is beyond the sope of this talk. The simplest exampleof an L-funtion is the Riemann zeta funtion�(s) = 1Xn=1 1=ns:It onverges to a holomorphi funtion in the half plane Re s > 1 and in this regionof onvergene it an also be expressed as a onvergent in�nite produt over theprime numbers �(s) =Yp (1� 1=ps)�1:This is alled an Euler produt and the individual fators are alled Euler fators.Lying deeper is the fat that �(s) has meromorphi ontinuation to the whole om-plex plane, with only one pole: a simple pole at s = 1. Moreover if we setZ(s) = ��s=2�(s=2)�(s)then Z satis�es the funtional equationZ(1� s) = Z(s):Enoded in the Riemann zeta funtion is lots of deep arithmeti information. Forinstane the loation of the zeros of �(s) is intimately onneted with the distribu-tion of prime numbers. Moreover its speial values at negative integers (where itis only de�ned by analyti ontinuation) turn out to be rational numbers enodingdeep arithmeti information about the ylotomi �elds Q (e2�p�1=p).Another elebrated example is the L-funtion of an ellipti urve E:y2 = x3 + ax+ b:
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In this ase the L-funtion is de�ned as an Euler produt (onverging in Re s > 3=2)L(E; s) =Yp Lp(E; p�s);where Lp(E;X) is a rational funtion, and for all but �nitely many pLp(E;X) = (1� ap(E)X + pX2)�1;with p� ap(E) being the number of solutions to the ongrueney2 � x3 + ax+ b mod pin F2p . It has reently been proved [BCDT℄ that L(E; s) an be ontinued to anentire funtion, whih satis�es a funtional equation(2�)�s�(s)L(E; s) = �N(E)1�s(2�)s�2�(2� s)L(E; 2� s);for some expliit positive integer N(E). A remarkable onjeture of Birh andSwinnerton-Dyer [BSD℄ predits that y2 = x3 + ax+ b has in�nitely many rationalsolutions if and only if L(E; 1) = 0. Again we point out that it is the behaviour ofthe L-funtion at a point where it is only de�ned by analyti ontinuation, whihis governing the arithmeti of E. This onjeture has been proved (see [Kol℄) whenL(E; s) has at most a simple zero at s = 1.One general setting in whih one an de�ne L-funtions is l-adi representa-tions. Let us look �rst at the loal setting. If (r;N) is a WD-representation of WQpon an E-vetor spae V , where E is an algebraially losed �eld of harateristizero, we de�ne a loal L-fatorL((r;N); X) = det(1�XFrobp)j�1V IQp ;N=0 2 E(X):(V IQp ;N=0 is the subspae of V where IQp ats trivially and N = 0.) One an alsoassoiate to (r;N) a ondutor f(r;N) 2 Z�0 , whih measures how deeply into IQpthe WD-representation (r;N) is nontrivial, and a loal epsilon fator �((r;N);	p) 2E, whih also depends on the hoie of a non-trivial harater 	p : Q p ! E� withopen kernel. (See [Tat℄.)If R : GQ ! GL(V ) is an l-adi representation of GQ whih is de Rham at land pure of some weight w 2 Z, and if � : Q l ,! C we will de�ne an L-funtionL(�R; s) =Yp L(�WDp(R); p�s);whih will onverge to a holomorphi funtion in Re s > 1 + w=2. For exampleL(1; s) = �(s)and if E=Q is an ellipti urve thenL(�H1(E(C ); Q l); s) = L(E; s)
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(for any �). Note the useful formulaeL(�(R1 �R2); s) = L(�R1; s)L(�R2; s) and L(�(R
 �rl ); s) = L(�R; s+ r):Also note that L(�R; s) determines L(WDp(R); X) for all p and hene WDp(R)ss forall but �nitely many p. Hene by the Cebotarev density theorem L(�R; s) determinesR (up to semisimpli�ation).Write mRi for the multipliity of an integer i in HT(R) and, if w=2 2 Z, de�nemRw=2;� 2 (1=2)Z by:mRw=2;+ +mRw=2;� = mRw=2mRw=2;+ �mRw=2;� = (�1)w=2(dimV =1 � dimV =�1):Assume that mRw=2;� are integers, i.e. that mRw=2 � dimV mod 2. Then we ande�ne a �-fator, �(R; s), whih is a produt of funtions ��(s+a)=2�((s+ a)=2) asa runs over a set of integers depending only on the numbers mRi and mRw=2;�. Wean also de�ne an epsilon fator �1(R;	1) 2 C � whih again only depends onmRi , mRw=2;� and a non-trivial harater 	1 : R ! C � . Set�(�R; s) = �(R; s)L(�R; s)and N(R) =Yp pf(WDp(R))
(whih makes sense as f(WDp(R)) = 0 for all but �nitely many p) and�(�R) = �1(R; e2�p�1x)Yp ��(WDp(R);	p);
where �	p(x) = e�2�p�1x.The following onjeture is a ombination of onjeture 1..1 and onjetureswhih have beome standard.Conjeture 2..1 Suppose that R is an irreduible l-adi representation of GQwhih is de Rham and pure of weight w 2 Z. Then mRp = mRw�p for all p, sothat mw=2 � dimV mod 2. Moreover the following should hold.1. L(�R; s) extends to an entire funtion, exept for a single simple pole if R =��w=2l .2. �(�R; s) is bounded in vertial strips �0 � Re s � �1.3. �(�R; s) = �(�R)N(R)�s�(�R_; 1� s).It is tempting to believe that something like properties 1., 2. and 3. shouldharaterise those Euler produts whih arise from l-adi representations. We willdisuss a more preise onjeture along these lines in the next setion. Why Ga-lois representations should be the soure of Euler produts with good funtionalequations seems a omplete mystery.
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3. Automorphi formsAutomorphi forms may be thought of as ertain smooth funtions on the quotientGLn(Z)nGLn(R ). We need several preliminaries before we an make a preisede�nition.Let bZ denote the pro�nite ompletion of Z, i.e.bZ = lim N Z=NZ =Yp Zp ;
a topologial ring. Also let A1 denote the topologial ring of �nite adelesA1 = bZ 
Z Q ;where bZ is an open subring with its usual topology. As an abstrat ring, A1 is thesubring of Qp Q p onsisting of elements (xp) with xp 2 Zp for all but �nitely manyp. However the topology is not the subspae topology. We de�ne the topologialring of adeles to be the produt A = A1 � R :Note that Q embeds diagonally as a disrete subring of A with ompat quotientQ nA = bZ � ZnR :We will be interested in GLn(A ), the loally ompat topologial group ofn � n invertible matries with oeÆients in A . We remark that the topology onGLn(A ) is the subspae topology resulting from the losed embeddingGLn(A ) ,! Mn(A ) �Mn(A )g 7! (g; g�1):GLn(Q ) is a disrete subgroup of GLn(A ) and the quotient GLn(Q )nGLn(A ) has�nite volume. If U � GLn(bZ) is an open subgroup with detU = bZ� , thenGLn(Q )nGLn(A )=U = (GLn(Q ) \ U)nGLn(R ):Note that GLn(Q ) \ U is a subgroup of GLn(Z) of �nite index. Most of the state-ments we make onerning GLn(A ) an be rephrased to involve only GLn(R ), butat the expense of making them muh more umbersome. To ahieve brevity (andbeause it seems more natural) we have opted to use the language of adeles. Wehope that this extra abstration will not be too onfusing for the novie.Before ontinuing our introdution of automorphi forms let us digress to men-tion lass �eld theory, whih provides a onrete example of the presentational ad-vantages of the adeli language. It also implies essentially all the onjetures weare onsidering in the ase of one dimensional Galois representations. Indeed thisartile is about the searh for a non-abelian analogue of lass �eld theory. Class�eld theory gives a onrete desription of the abelianisation (maximal ontinuous
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abelian quotient) GabQ of GQ and W abQp of WQp . First the loal theory asserts thatthere is an isomorphism Art p : Q �p �!W abQpwith various natural properties, inluding the fats that Art (Z�p ) is the image ofthe inertia group IQp in W abQp , and that the indued mapQ �p =Z�p �!W abQp =IQp � GFptakes p to the geometri Frobenius element Frobp. Seondly the global theory assertsthat there is an isomorphismArt : A �=Q �R�>0 �! GabQsuh that the restrition of Art to Q �p oinides with the omposition of Art p withthe natural map W abQp ! GabQ . Thus Art is de�ned ompletely from a knowledge ofthe Art p (and the fat that Art takes �1 2 R� to omplex onjugation) and thereiproity theorem of global lass �eld theory an be thought of as a determinationof the kernel of QpArt p.We now return to our (extended) de�nition of automorphi forms. For eahpartition n = n1+n2 let Nn1;n2 denote the subgroup of GLn onsisting of matriesof the form � In1 �0 In2 � :Let O(n) � GLn(R ) denote the orthogonal subgroup. Let zn denote the entreof the universal enveloping of gln, the omplexi�ed Lie algebra of GLn(R ) (i.e.gln = Mn(C ) with [X;Y ℄ = XY � Y X). Via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism(see for example [Dix℄) we may identify homomorphisms zn ! C with multisetsof n omplex numbers. We will write �H for the homomorphism orresponding toa multiset H. Thus zn ats on the irreduible �nite dimensional gln-module withhighest weight (a1; :::; an) 2 Zn (a1 � ::: � an) by �fa1+(n�1)=2;:::;an+(1�n)=2g.Fix suh a multiset H of ardinality n. The spae of usp forms with in�nites-imal harater H, AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )) is the spae of smooth bounded funtionsf : GLn(Q )nGLn(A ) �! Csatisfying the following onditions.1. (K-�niteness) The translates of f under GLn(bZ)�O(n) (where O(n) denotesthe orthogonal group) span a �nite dimensional vetor spae;2. (In�nitesimal harater H) If z 2 zn then zf = �H(z)f ;3. (Cuspidality) For eah partition n = n1 + n2,ZNn1;n2 (Q)nNn1 ;n2 (A) f(ug)du = 0:
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Note that if U � GLn(bZ) is an open subgroup with detU = bZ� then one may thinkof AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A ))U as a spae of funtions on (GLn(Q ) \ U)nGLn(R ).One would like to study AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )) as a representation of GLn(A ),unfortunately it is not preserved by the ation of GLn(R ) (beause the K-�nitenessondition depends on the hoie of a maximal ompat subgroup O(n) � GLn(R )).It does however have an ation of GLn(A1)�O(n) and of gln, whih is essentially asgood. More preisely it is an admissible GLn(A1)�(gln; O(n))-module in the senseof [Fl℄. In fat it is a diret sum of irreduible, admissible GLn(A1)� (gln; O(n))-modules eah ourring with multipliity one. We will (slightly abusively) refer tothese irreduible onstituents as uspidal automorphi representations of GLn(A )with in�nitesimal harater H.AÆf0g(Q �nA �) is just the spae of loally onstant funtions on A �=Q �R�>0and so uspidal automorphi representations of GL1(A ) with in�nitesimal haraterf0g, are just the (�nite order) omplex valued haraters of A �=Q �R�>0 �= bZ� ,i.e. Dirihlet haraters. AÆfsg(Q �nA �) is simply obtained from AÆf0g(Q �nA �) bytwisting by jj jjs, where jj jj : A �=Q � ! R�>0 is the produt of the absolute valuesj jx. Thus in the ase n = 1 uspidal automorphi representations are essentiallyDirihlet haraters.The ase n = 2 is somewhat more representative. In this ase we haveAÆfs;tg(GL2(Q )nGL2(A )) = (0) unless s� t 2 iR , s� t 2 Z or s� t 2 (�1; 1). It isonjetured that the third possibility an not arise unless s = t. Let us onsider thease s� t 2 Z>0 a little further. If s� t 2 Z>0 then it turns out that the irreduibleonstituents of AÆfs;tg(GL2(Q )nGL2(A )) are in bijetion with the weight 1 + s � tholomorphi usp forms on the upper half plane, whih are normalised newforms(see for example [Mi℄). Thus in some sense uspidal automorphi representationsare are also generalisations of lassial holomorphi normalised newforms.Note that if  is a harater of A �=Q �R�>0 and if � is a uspidal automorphirepresentation of GLn(A ) with in�nitesimal harater H then �
 ( Ædet) is also auspidal automorphi representation with in�nitesimal harater H and the ontra-gredient (dual) �� of � is a uspidal automorphi representation with in�nitesimalharater �H = f�h : h 2 Hg.One of the main questions in the theory of automorphi forms is to desribethe irreduible onstituents of AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )). If we are to do this we �rstneed some desription of all irreduible admissible GLn(A1)�(gln; O(n))-modules,and then we an try to say whih our in AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )).Just as a harater  : A � ! C � an be fatored as =  1 �Yp  p
where  p : Q �p ! C � (resp.  1 : R� ! C �), so an irreduible, admissibleGLn(A1)�(gln; O(n))-module an be fatorised as a restrited tensor produt (see[Fl℄) � �=Ox 0�x;
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where �1 is an irreduible, admissible (gln; O(n))-module (see for example [Wa℄),and eah �p is an irreduible smooth (i.e. stabilisers of vetors are open in GLn(Q p))representation of GLn(Q p) with �GLn(Zp)p 6= (0) for all but �nitely many p. To thefators �x one an assoiate various invariants (see [J℄).� A entral harater  x : Q �x ! C � .� L-fators L(�p; X) 2 C (X).� A �-fator �(�1; s).� Condutors f(�p) 2 Z�0 .� For eah non-trivial harater 	x : Q x ! C � an epsilon fator �(�x;	x) 2 C � .(We also remark that zn ats via a harater zn ! C on any irreduible, admissible(gln; O(n))-module �1. This harater is alled the in�nitesimal harater of �1.)Now we may attah to �� a entral harater  � =Qx  x : A � ! C � ;� an L-funtion L(�; s) =Qp L(�p; p�s) (whih may or may not onverge);� an extended L-funtion �(�; s) = �(�1; s)L(�; s);� a ondutor N(�) = Qp pf(�p) (whih makes sense beause f(�p) = 0 when�GLn(Zp)p 6= (0));� and an epsilon onstant �(�) =Qx �(�x;	x) 2 C � whereQx	x : A =Q ! C �is any non-trivial harater.The following theorem and onjeture desribe the (expeted) relationshipbetween automorphi forms and L-funtions with Euler produt and funtionalequation. We suppose n > 1. A similar theorem to theorem 3..1 is true for n = 1,exept that L(�; s) may have one simple pole. In this ase it was due to Dirihlet.Conjeture 3..2 beomes vauous if n = 1.Theorem 3..1 (Godement-Jaquet, [GJ℄) Suppose that � is an irreduibleonstituent of AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )) with n > 1. Then L(�; s) onverges to a holo-morphi funtion in some right half omplex plane Re s > � and an be ontinuedto a holomorphi funtion on the whole omplex plane so that �(�; s) is bounded inall vertial strips �1 � Re s � �2. Moreover �(�; s) satis�es the funtional equation�(�; s) = �(�)N(�)�s�(��; 1� s):Conjeture 3..2 (Cogdell-Piatetski-Shapiro, [CPS1℄) Suppose that � is anirreduible, admissible GLn(A1)� (gln; O(n))-module suh that the entral hara-ter of � is trivial on Q � and suh that L(�; s) onverges in some half plane. Supposealso that for all haraters  : A �=Q �R�>0 ! C � the L-funtion �(�
 ( Æ det); s)(whih will then onverge in some right half plane) an be ontinued to a holomor-phi funtion on the entire omplex plane, whih is bounded in vertial strips andsatis�es a funtional equation�(� 
 ( Æ det); s) = �(� 
 ( Æ det))N(� 
 ( Æ det))�s�(�� 
 ( �1 Æ det); 1� s):(�(��
 ( �1 Ædet); s) also automatially onverges in some right half plane.) Thenthere is a partition n = n1 + ::: + nr and uspidal automorphi representations �i
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of GLni(A ) suh that �(�; s) = rYi=1�(�i; s):This onjeture is known to be true for n = 2 ([We℄, [JL℄) and n = 3 ([JPSS℄).For n > 3 a weaker form of this onjeture involving twisting by higher dimensionalautomorphi representations is known to hold (see [CPS1℄, [CPS2℄). These resultsare alled `onverse theorems'.The reason for us introduing automorphi forms is beause of a putative on-netion to Galois representations, whih we will now disuss. But �rst let us disussthe loal situation. It has reently been established ([HT℄, [He℄, [Ha℄) that thereis a natural bijetion, rep, from irreduible smooth representations of GLn(Q p) ton-dimensional Frobenius semi-simple WD-representations of WQp over C . The keypoint here is that the bijetion should be natural. We will not desribe here exatlywhat this means (instead we refer the reader to the introdution to [HT℄). It doessatisfy the following.�  � ÆArt�1p = det rep(�), where  � is the entral harater of �.� L(rep(�); X) = L(�;X).� f(rep(�)) = f(�).� �(rep(�);	p) = �(�;	p) for any non-trivial harater 	p : Q p ! C � .The existene of rep an be seen as a non-abelian generalisation of loal lass �eldtheory, as in the ase n = 1 we have rep(�) = � ÆArt�1p .Now suppose that � : Q l ! C and that R is a de Rham l-adi representation ofGQ whih is unrami�ed at all but �nitely many primes. Using the loal reiproitymap rep, we an assoiate to R an irreduible, admissible GLn(A1)� (gln; O(n))-module �(�R) = �1(R)
Yp re�1p (�WDp(R));where �1(R) is a tempered irreduible, admissible (gln; O(n))-module with in-�nitesimal harater HT(RjGQl ) and with �(�1(R); s) = �(R; s). The de�nitionof �1(R) depends only on the numbers mRi and mRw=2;�. Then we have the follow-ing onjetures.Conjeture 3..3 Suppose that H is a multiset of n integers and that � is an irre-duible onstituent of AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )). Identify Q � C . Then eah rep(�p)an be de�ned over Q and there is an irreduible geometri strongly ompatible sys-tem of l-adi representations R suh that HT(R) = H and WDp(R)ss = rep(�p)for all primes p.Conjeture 3..4 Suppose that R : GQ �! GL(V )is an irreduible l-adi representation whih is unrami�ed at all but �nitely manyprimes and for whih RjGQl is de Rham. Let � : Q l ! C . Then �(�R) is a uspidalautomorphi representation of GLn(A ).
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These onjetures are essentially due to Langlands [Lan1℄, exept we have useda preise formulation whih follows Clozel [Cl1℄ and we have inorporated onjeture1..1 into onjeture 3..4.Conjeture 3..4 is probably the more mysterious of the two, as only the asen = 1 and fragmentary ases where n = 2 are known. This will be disussed furtherin the next setion. Note the similarity to the main theorem of global lass �eldtheory that QpArt p : A � ! GabQ has kernel Q � .The following theorem provides signi�ant evidene for onjeture 3..3.Theorem 3..5 ([Kot℄, [Cl2℄, [HT℄) Suppose that H is multiset of n distint inte-gers and that � is an irreduible onstituent of AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )). Let � : Q l ,!C . Suppose moreover that �� �= �
 ( Ædet) for some harater  : A �=Q � ! C � ,and that either n � 2 or for some prime p the representation �p is square integrable(i.e. rep(�p) is indeomposable). Then there is a ontinuous representationRl;� : GQ �! GLn(Q l)with the following properties.1. Rl;� is geometri and pure of weight 2=nPh2H h.2. Rl;�jGQl is de Rham and HT(Rl;�jGQl ) = H.3. For any prime p 6= l there is a representation rp :WQp ! GLn(Q l) suh thatWDp(Rl;�)ss = (rp; Np) and rep(�p) = (�rp; N 0p).This was established by �nding the desired l-adi representations in the o-homology of ertain unitary group Shimura varieties. It seems not unreasonableto hope that similar tehniques might allow one to improve many of the tehnialdefets in the theorem. However Clozel has stressed that in the ases where Hdoes not have distint elements or where �� 6�= � 
 ( Æ det), there seems to be noprospet of �nding the desired l-adi representations in the ohomology of Shimuravarieties. It seems we need a new tehnique.

4. What do we know?Let us �rst summarise in a slightly less preise way the various onjetures we havemade, in order to bring together the disussion so far. Fix an embedding Q ,! Cand let H be a multiset of integers of ardinality n > 1. Then the following setsshould be in natural bijetion. One way to make preise the meaning of `natural'is to require that two objets M and M 0 should orrespond if the loal L-fatorsLp(M;X) and Lp(M 0; X) are equal for all but �nitely many p. Note that in eahase the fators Lp(M;X) for all but �nitely many p, ompletely determine M .(AF) Irreduible onstituents � of AÆH(GLn(Q )nGLn(A )).(LF) Near equivalene lasses of irreduible, admissible GLn(A1) � (gln; O(n))-modules � with the following properties. (We all two GLn(A1)�(gln; O(n))-modules, � and �0 nearly equivalent if �p �= �0p for all but �nitely many p.)
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(a) �1 has in�nitesimal harater H.(b) The entral harater  � is trivial on Q � � A � .() For all haraters  : A �=Q �R�>0 the L-funtion �(� 
 ( Æ det); s)onverges in some right half plane, has holomorphi ontinuation to theentire omplex plane so that it is bounded in vertial strips and satis�esthe funtional equation�(� 
  ; s) = �(� 
  )N(� 
  )�s�(�� 
  �1; 1� s):(d) (See [JS℄ for an explanation of this ondition.) There is a �nite set ofprimes S ontaining all primes p for whih rep(�p) is rami�ed, suh that,writing L(�p; X) =Qni=1(1� �p;iX)�1 for p 62 S,Xp62S;i;j 1Xm=1�mp;i��mp;j =mpms + log(s� 1)

is bounded as s! 1 from the right.In this ase Lp(�;X) = L(�p; X).(lR) (Fix � : Q l ! C .) Irreduible l-adi representationsR : GQ �! GLn(Q l)whih are unrami�ed at all but �nitely many primes and for whih RjGQl isde Rham with HT(RjGQl ) = H. In this ase Lp(R;X) = �L(WDp(R); X).(WCS) Irreduible weakly ompatible systems of l-adi representations R withHT(R) = H. In this ase Lp(R; X) = Lp(WDp(R); X).(GCS) Irreduible geometri strongly ompatible systems of l-adi representations Rwith HT(R) = H. In this ase Lp(R; X) = Lp(WDp(R); X).For n = 1 we must drop the item (LF ), beause it would need to be modi�edto allow L(�
 ( Æ det); s) to have a simple pole, while, in any ase ondition (LF)(b) would make the impliation (LF ) =) (AF ) trivial. This being said, in the asen = 1 all the other four sets are known to be in natural bijetion (see [Se℄). Thisbasially follows beause global lass �eld theory provides an isomorphismArt : A �=Q �R�>0 ��! GabQ :I would again like to stress how di�erent are these various sorts of objets andhow surprising it is to me that there is any relation between them. Items (AF) and(LF) both onern representations of adele groups, but arising in rather di�erentsettings: either from the theory of disrete subgroups of Lie groups or from thetheory of L-funtions with funtional equation. Items (lR) and (WCS) arise fromGalois theory and item (GCS) arises from geometry.So what do we know about the various relationships for n > 1?
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Not muh. Trivially one has (GCS) =) (WCS) =) (lR). The passage(AF ) =) (LF ) is OK by theorem 3..1. As disussed in setion 3. we have signi�antpartial results in the diretions (LF ) =) (AF ) and (AF ) =) (GCS), but bothseem to need new ideas. (Though I should stress that I am not really ompetent todisuss onverse theorems.)One way to establish the equivalene of all �ve items would be to ompletethe passages (LF ) =) (AF ) and (AF ) =) (GCS) and to establish the passage(lR) =) (AF ). It is these impliations whih have reeived most study, though itshould be pointed out that in the funtion �eld ase the equivalene of the analogousobjets was established by looking at the impliations(lR) =) (LF ) =) (AF ) =) (GCS):(See [Laf℄. It is the use of tehniques from Grothendiek's l-adi ohomology to provethe �rst of these impliations whih is most speial to funtion �elds.) However itis striking that in the ase of number �elds all known impliations from items (lR),(WCS) or (GCS) to (LF) go via (AF).For the rest of this artile we will onentrate on what still seems to be the leastunderstood problem: the passage from (lR) or (WCS) to (AF) or (LF). Althoughthe results we have are rather limited one should not underestimate their power.Perhaps the most striking illustration of this is that the lifting theorems disussed insetion 4.4. (ombined with earlier work using base hange and onverse theorems)allowed Wiles [Wi℄ to �nally prove Fermat's last theorem.The disussion in the rest of this paper will of neessity be somewhat moretehnial. In partiular we will need to disuss automorphi forms, l-adi represen-tations and so on over general number �elds (i.e. �elds �nite over Q ). We will leaveit to the reader's imagination exatly how suh a generalisation is made. In thisonnetion we should remark that if L=K is a �nite extension of number �elds andif R is a semi-simple de Rham l-adi representation of GL whih is unrami�ed atall but �nitely many primes, then (see [A℄)L(R; s) = L(IndGKGL R; s)(formally if the L-funtions don't onverge). In fat this is true Euler fator byEuler fator and similar results hold for ondutors and �-fators (see [Tat℄). Thisobservation an be extremely useful.4.1. Cyli base hange.Suppose that G is a group, H a normal subgroup suh that G=H is yli withgenerator of �. It is an easy exerise that an irreduible representation r of Hextends to a representation of G if and only if r� �= r as representations of H.If one believes onjetures 3..3 and 3..4, one might expet that if L=K is a yliGalois extension of number �elds of prime order, if � generates Gal (L=K) and if� is a uspidal automorphi representation of GLn(A L) with � Æ � �= �, then thereshould be a uspidal automorphi representation � of GLn(A K ), suh that for allplaes w of L we have rew(�w) = rewjK (�wjK )jWLw . This is indeed the ase. For
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n = 1 we have � = � ÆNL=K , Langlands [Lan2℄ proved it for n = 2 using the traeformula and Arthur and Clozel [AC℄ generalised his method to all n.One drawbak of this result is that if v is a plae of K inert in L then thereis no omplete reipe for �v in terms of �. This an be surprisingly serious. It anhowever be alleviated, if we know how to assoiate irreduible l-adi representationsto both � and �. Langlands used this to show that many two dimensional Artinrepresentations (i.e. l-adi representations with �nite image) were automorphi(i.e. assoiated to a uspidal automorphi representation). In fat using additionalresults from the theory of L-funtions, partiularly the onverse theorem for GL3(see setion 4.3.), he and Tunnell ([Tu℄) were able to establish the automorphy ofall ontinuous two dimensional Artin representations with soluble image.4.2. Brauer's theoremThe result I want to disuss is a result of Brauer [Br℄ about �nite groups.Theorem 4..1 (Brauer) Suppose that r is a representation of a �nite group G.Then there are soluble subgroups Hi < G, one dimensional representations  i of Hiand integers ni suh that as virtual representations of G we haver =Xi niIndGHi i:As Artin [A℄ had realised this theorem has the following immediate onse-quene. (Indeed Brauer proved his theorem in response to Artin's work.)Corollary 4..2 Let � : Q l ! C . Suppose thatR : GQ �! GLn(Q l)is an l-adi representation with �nite image. Then the L-funtion L(�R; s) hasmeromorphi ontinuation to the entire omplex plane and satis�es the expetedfuntional equation.Artin's argument runs as follows. Let G denote the image of R and writeR =Xi niIndGHi ias in Brauer's theorem. Let L=Q be the Galois extension with group G ut out byR and let Ki = LHi . Then one has equalitiesL(�R; s) = Qi L(�IndGQGKi i; s)ni= Qi L(� i; s)ni :By lass �eld theory for the �elds Ki, the harater  i is automorphi on GL1(A Ki )and so L(� i; s) has holomorphi ontinuation to the entire omplex plane (exeptpossibly for one simple pole if  i = 1) and satis�es a funtional equation. It followsthat L(�R; s) has meromorphi ontinuation to the entire omplex plane and satis�esa funtional equation. The problem with this method is that some of the integers niwill usually be negative so that one an only onlude the meromorphy of L(�R; s),not its holomorphy.
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4.3. Converse theorems.As Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro point out, onjeture 3..2 would have very im-portant impliations for Galois representations. For instane the ases n = 2 and 3played a key role in the proof of the automorphy of two dimensional Artin repre-sentations (see 4.1.). Conjeture 3..2 ombined with Brauer's theorem and a resultof Jaquet and Shalika [JS℄ in fat implies that many (all? - ertainly those withsoluble or perfet image) Artin representations are automorphi. A similar argu-ment shows that in many other ases, in order to hek the automorphy of an l-adirepresentation of GQ , it suÆes to do so after a �nite base hange. For instane onehas the following result.Assume onjeture 3..2. Let � : Q l ,! C and let K=Q be a �nite, totallyreal Galois extension. Suppose that � is a uspidal automorphi representation ofGLn(A K ) with in�nitesimal harater orresponding to a multiset H onsisting ofn distint integers. If n > 2 also suppose that �v is square integrable (i.e. rev(�v)is indeomposable) for some �nite plae v of K. LetR : GQ �! GLn(Q l)be an l-adi representation suh that R � R� 
  for some harater  of GQ , andsuh that RjGK is irreduible. Suppose �nally that RjGK and � are assoiated, inthe sense that, for all but �nitely many plaes v of K, we have�L(WDv(RjGK ); X) = L(�v; X):Then there is a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GLn(A )assoiated to R in the same sense.4.4. Lifting theorems.To desribe this sort of theorem we �rst remark that if R : GQ ! GLn(Q l) is on-tinuous then after onjugating R by some element of GLn(Q l) we may assume thatthe image of R is ontained in GLn(OQ l) and so reduing we obtain a ontinuousrepresentation R : GQ �! GLn(F l):The lifting theorems I have in mind are results of the general form if R and R0are l-adi representations of GQ with R0 automorphi and if R = R0 then R is alsoautomorphi. Very roughly speaking the tehnique (pioneered by Wiles [Wi℄ andompleted by the author and Wiles [TW℄) is to show that R mod lr arises from auto-morphi forms for all r by indution on r. As ker(GLn(Z=lrZ) !! GLn(Z=lr�1Z)) isan abelian group one is led to questions of lass �eld theory and Galois ohomology.I should stress that suh theorems are presently available only in very limitedsituations. I do not have the spae to desribe the exat limitations, whih arerather tehnial, but the sort of restritions that are ommon are as follows.1. If R : GQ ! GL(V ) then there should be a harater � : GQ ! GLn(Q l) anda non-degenerate bilinear form ( ; ) on V suh that
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� (R(�)v1; R(�)v2) = �(�)(v1; v2) and� (v2; v1) = �()(v1; v2).(This seems to be essential for the method of [TW℄.)2. R should be de Rham with distint Hodge-Tate numbers. (This again seemsessential to the method of [TW℄, but see [BT℄.)3. Either R and R0 should be ordinary (i.e. their restritions to GQl shouldbe ontained in a Borel subgroup); or R and R0 should be rytsalline (notjust de Rham) at l with the same Hodge-Tate numbers and l should be largeompared with the di�erenes of elements of HT(R). (The problems hereare onneted with the need for an integral Fontaine theory, but they arenot simply tehnial problems. There are some ompliated results pushingbak this restrition in isolated ases, see [CDT℄, [BCDT℄, [Sa℄, but so far ourunderstanding is very limited.)4. The image of R should not be too small (e.g. should be irreduible whenrestrited to Q (e2�i=l)), though in the ase n = 2 there is beautiful work ofSkinner and Wiles ([SW1℄ and [SW3℄) dispensing with this riterion, whihthis author has unfortunately not fully understood.In addition, all the published work is for the ase n = 2. However there isongoing work of a number of people attempting to dispense with this assumption.Using a very important insight of Diamond [Dia℄, the author, together with L.Clozeland M.Harris, has generalised to all n the so alled minimal ase (originally treatedin [TW℄) where R is no more rami�ed than R. One would hope to be able to deduethe non-minimal ase from this, as Wiles did in [Wi℄ for n = 2. In this regard oneshould note the work of Skinner and Wiles [SW2℄ and the work of Mann [Ma℄.However there seems to be one missing ingredient, the analogue of the ubiquitousIhara lemma, see lemma 3.2 of [Ih℄ (and also theorem 4.1 of [R℄). As this seems tobe an important question, but one whih lies in the theory of disrete subgroupsof Lie groups, let us take he trouble to formulate it, in the hope that an expertmay be able to prove it. It should be remarked that there are a number of possibleformulations, whih are not ompletely equivalent and any of whih would seem tosuÆe. We hoose to present one whih has the virtue of being relatively simple tostate.Conjeture 4..3 Suppose that G=Q is a unitary group whih beomes an innerform of GLn over an imaginary quadrati �eld E. Suppose that G(R ) is ompat.Let l be a prime whih one may assume is large ompared to n. Let p1 and p2 bedistint primes di�erent from l with G(Q p1 ) �= GLn(Q p1 ) and G(Q p2 ) �= GLn(Q p2 ).Let U be an open ompat subgroup of G(A p1 ;p2) and onsider the representationof GLn(Q p1 ) � GLn(Q p2 ) on the spae C1(G(Q )nG(A )=U; F l) of loally onstantF l-valued funtions onG(Q )nG(A )=U = (G(Q ) \ U)n(GLn(Q p1 )�GLn(Q p2 ):(Note that G(Q ) \ U is a disrete oompat subgroup of GLn(Q p1 ) � GLn(Q p2 ).)Suppose that �1
�2 is an irreduible sub-representation of C1(G(Q )nG(A )=U; F l)with �1 generi. Then �2 is also generi.
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The most serious problem with applying suh lifting theorems to prove an l-adi representation R is automorphi is the need to �nd some way to show that R isautomorphi. The main suess of lifting theorems to date, has been to show that ifE is an ellipti urve over the rationals then H1(E(E ); Q l) is automorphi, so thatE is a fator of the Jaobian of a modular urve and the L-funtion L(E; s) is anentire funtion satisfying the expeted funtional equation ([Wi℄, [TW℄,[BCDT℄).This was possible beause GL2(Z3) happens to be a pro-soluble group and thereis a homomorphism GL2(F3) �! GL2(Z3) splitting the redution map. The Artinrepresentation GQ �! GL(H1(E(C ); F 3)) �! GL2(Z3)is automorphi by the Langlands-Tunnell theorem alluded to in setion 4.1..4.5. Other tehniques?I would like to disuss one other tehnique whih has been some help if n = 2and may be helpful more generally. We will restrit our attention here to the asen = 2 and detR() = �1. We have said that the prinipal problem with liftingtheorems for proving an l-adi representation R : GQ ! GL2(Q l) is automorphiis that one one needs to know that R is automorphi. This seems to be a veryhard problem. Nonetheless one an often show that R beomes automorphi oversome Galois totally real �eld K=Q . (Beause K is totally real, if R(GQ ) � SL2(F l)and l > 3 then R(GK) � SL2(F l). So this `potential automorphy' is far fromvauous). The way one does this is to look for an abelian variety A=K with mul-tipliation by a number �eld F with [F : Q ℄ = dimA, and suh that R is realisedon H1(A(C ); F l)[�℄ for some prime �jl, while for some prime �0jl0 6= l the image ofGK on H1(A(C ); F l0 )[�0℄ is soluble. One then argues that H1(A(C ); F l0 )[�0℄ is auto-morphi, hene by a lifting theorem H1(A(C ); Q l0 )
Fl0 F�0 is automorphi, so that(tautologially) H1(A(C ); F l)[�℄ is also automorphi, and hene, by another liftingtheorem, RjGK is automorphi. One needs K to be totally real, as over generalnumber �elds there seems to be no hope of proving lifting theorems, or even of at-tahing l-adi representations to automorphi forms. In pratie, beause of variouslimitations in the lifting theorems one uses, one needs to impose some onditionson the behaviour of a few primes, like l, in K and some other onditions on A. Theproblem of �nding a suitable A over a totally real �eld K, omes down to �ndinga K-point on a twisted Hilbert modular variety. This is possible beause we arefree to hoose K, the only restrition being that K is totally real and ertain smallprimes (almost) split ompletely in K. To do this, one has the following relativelyeasy result.Proposition 4..4 ([MB℄,[P℄) Suppose that X=Q is a smooth geometrially irre-duible variety. Let S be a �nite set of plaes of Q and suppose that X has a pointover the ompletion of Q at eah plae in S. Let Q S be the maximal extension ofQ in whih all plaes in S split ompletely (e.g. Q f1g is the maximal totally real�eld). Then X has a Q S -point.In this regard it would have extremely important onsequenes if, in the previ-ous proposition, one ould replae Q S by Q solS , the maximal soluble extension of Q
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in whih all plaes in S split ompletely. I do not know if it is reasonable to expetthis. Using this method one an, for instane, prove the following result.Theorem 4..5 ([Tay℄) Suppose that R is an irreduible weakly ompatible systemof two dimensional l-adi representations with HT(R) = fn1; n2g where n1 6= n2.Suppose also that detRl;�() = �1 for one (and hene for all) pairs (l; �). Thenthere is a Galois totally real �eld K=Q and a uspidal automorphi representation� of GL2(A K ) suh that� for all vj1, �v has in�nitesimal harater H, and� for all (l; �) and for all �nite plaes v 6 jl of K we haverev(�v) = WDv(Rl;�jGK )ss:In partiular R is pure of weight (n1+n2)=2. Moreover R is strongly ompatible andL(�R; s) has meromorphi ontinuation to the entire omplex plane and satis�es theexpeted funtional equation.The last sentene of this theorem results from the �rst part and Brauer'stheorem. We remark that onjeture 3..2 would imply that this theorem ould beimproved to assert the automorphy of R over Q .
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